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May 10, 2019 
 

RFP 1819-223 Telephone Based Interpretation and Written Translation Services 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

 
1. Question:  Whether companies from Outside USA can apply for this? (like, from India or Canada)  

Answer:  Yes, any company may submit a proposal. 
 

2. Question:  Whether we need to come over there for meetings?  
Answer:  If proposal presentations are requested from the Evolutional Committee for any finalist. 

 
3. Question:  Can we perform the tasks (related to RFP) outside USA?  (like, from India or Canada)  

Answer:  The proposer must state whether tasks can be performed per the Scope of Work and 
Specifications listed in the Request for Proposals. 

 
4. Question:  Can we submit the proposals via email?  

Answer:  Please see number 8 on page 7 Submission of Proposal:  Proposal submitted by facsimile or 
email will not be accepted under any circumstances. 

 
5. Question:  If we do not have a local office or office in the state, will it prohibit us from being awarded? 

Answer:  Any company may submit a proposal whether they have a local office, office in the state, or 
are from an outside state or country. 

 
6. Question:  How many FTE positions do you anticipate having for the 19/20 contract year? 

Answer:  Clovis Municipal Schools is not looking to have FTE positions for the RFP 1819-223 
Telephone based Interpretation and Written Translation Services. 

 
7. Question:  What vendors are you currently working with? Have they been able to meet your needs? 

Answer:  Clovis Municipal Schools currently is not working with a vendor for RFP 1819-223 for 
Telephone Based Interpretation and Written Translation Services. 

 
8. Question:  What bill rates are you accustomed to for these positions? 

Answer:  Clovis Municipal Schools currently is not working with a vendor for RFP 1819-223 for 
Telephone Based Interpretation and Written Translation Services and therefore have no rates we are 
accustomed to. 

 
9. Question:  Are you looking for independent contractors to respond or will you also accept agencies? 

Answer:  Clovis Municipal Schools is seeking qualified and experienced firms to provided Telephone 
Based Interpretation and Written Translation Services. 

 
10. Question:  Are we able to submit rates for additional specialties we provide that are not requested in this 

RFP? (eg. pt, rn, lvn, bcba, para.) 
Answer:  Please only submit rates for the RFP 1819-223 Telephone Based Interpretation and Written 
Translation Services.  If your firm would like to be placed on Clovis Municipal Schools solicitation list 
for additional services your firm provides, please submit in writing via email a request to be placed on 
the list and list the services your firm provides. 

 
11. Question:  Can we apply for translation services only? 

Answer:  Yes. 
 

12. Question:  We ae based in New Jersey, can we apply for the RFP?? 
Answer:  Yes. 
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13. Question:  Is there any preference for in-state vendors for this proposal? 

Answer:  New Mexico Resident and/or New Mexico Veteran’s Resident Preferences are allowed for in-
state vendors in they hold and provide a copy of the New Mexico Resident and/or New Mexico 
Veteran’s Resident Certification. 

 
14. Question:  Who is the incumbent? 

Answer:  Clovis Municipal School District. 
 

15. Question:  Would the district be able to share the prevailing rate for the translation? 
Answer:  Clovis Municipal Schools currently is not working with a vendor for RFP 1819-223 for 
Telephone Based Interpretation and Written Translation Services and therefore have no rates we are 
accustomed to. 

 
16. Question:  I could not send the Distribution List Response on time, can I still send it?  If yes, how can I 

get this form? 
Answer:  The deadline for the submission of the Distribution List Response form was May 1, 2019.  
The entire RFP document can be obtained from http://www.clovis-schools.org/contracting/bids.html by 
clicking on the Data Warehouse RFP 1819-224. 

 
17. Question:  Is there a specific requirement for the translators for the document translation, i.e. ATA 

certified, etc.? 
Answer:  Translators need to be certified in document translation. 

 
18. Question:  The translation industry outsources the documents to reduce the cost, is there any restrictions 

on it?  The cost of using the USA resources is very high.  Also the resources for some of the languages 
are not available in the US at all. 
Answer:  There are no restrictions. 

 
19. Question:  As pre the requirement of the RFP, we need to submit the Resident Preference/Veteran’s 

Preference, I do not qualify for this.  Can I still apply?? 
Answer:  Yes, please just mark the form with N/A. 

 
20. Question:  Is HIPPA valid if we are applying only for the written translation services?  Usually HIPPA 

is needed for interpretation when the person needs to go on site.? 
Answer:  HIPPA would be needed if the written translation services has any confidential student and/or 
employee information. 

 
21. Question:  In the Evaluation Point Summary (page 25), quality assurance is required only for the 

interpretation.  Will it apply for both, translation and interpretation?? 
Answer:  Yes, quality assurance is required for both services. 

 
22. Question:  Rate for the written translation services is asked per document. It is very difficult to quote 

per document. The standard way of quoting for the written translation is per word, as it is the most 
accurate calculations. Would the district be willing to revise it accordingly? Also, there is always a 
different rate for different languages; The rate of Japanese is way more than Spanish and both languages 
cannot be quoted on the same scale.? 
Answer:  Please provide rates per word; per document; per language for written translation services. 

 
23. Question:  The estimated volume of interpretation is mentioned in the RFP.  Would you please mention 

the estimated volume of translation requests as well.? 
Answer: In general, there are less than 100 pages per month.  Please allow some expectation such as the 
beginning of the school year. 

 
24. Question:  Is it mandatory to submit the rate for all the languages? Will we be disqualified if we cannot 

cover all the languages?? 
Answer:  No it is not mandatory to submit a rate for all the languages; however, please submit a rate for 
all languages that the firm offers. 

 
END OF QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 
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